Onslow County Museum
Spider Craft Kits Overview
Safety: The Spider Craft Kits are for parents and children to collaboratively
create the spider related crafts. Please note that some crafts require adult
participation and supervision due to the small parts provided. Please assist
your younger children when creating those specific crafts for safety purposes.

Mission: It is the Onslow County Museum’s mission to stimulate an interest in
and teach about the cultural and natural history of Onslow County. By
producing this Spider Craft Kit, we want to reach our younger visitors in a
creative way during this time. It is our hope that the Spider Craft Kit will
bring your children and yourself a moment of stress-free fun and an engaging
educational experience.

Public Information: For more information on upcoming events and virtual
programming, please refer to our website: www.onslowcountync.gov/museum
and on Facebook: OCMuseum. *Update* The Museum has officially opened!
Hours are Monday—Friday 8:00am-5:00pm and Saturday 10:00am-4:00pm.
Please remember the 3 W’s: Wear your Mask, Wait 6 feet from others, & Wash
your hands. We look forward to seeing you!

Spider Web Weaving – Craft Instructions
Materials:
1 Small Paper Plate
Bundle of Yarn
Scissors
Ruler
Pencil
Instructions:
Step 1: Using a pencil poke a hole in the center of the small plate.

Step 2: Next take a ruler and pencil and measure 1” around the edges of the
plate. Do this around the entire plate.
Step 3: After making the 1” marks, use scissors and make cuts on the 1” marks.

Cut the rim, don’t cut down into the plate.

Step 4: Next, take the yarn and string one end through the hole of the plate. Make a knot;

make sure the knot is big enough that it won’t slide out and leave some extra length of yarn,
you’ll use it later.

Step 5: Hold the plate up in front of you. You want to string the yarn through one of the
cuts made earlier. Take the yarn underneath the “tab” (made when cutting the edges) and
bring the other end of the yarn straight down to another cut “tab.” String it underneath and
bring the yarn back to the top of the plate. *The key here is to make sure you are crossing

the yarn pieces over the center hole of the plate, creating a spot where all the yarn is meeting
in the center of the plate and crossing over one another. If you don’t create the yarn crossing,
then the weave will not work*
Top of the Plate; go
underneath the tab
with the yarn.

Bottom of the Plate; take the
yarn straight down and loop
underneath a tab to the left!

Keep going back and forth with the yarn (from top of
the plate to bottom) and make sure you are seeing the
crossing of the yarn all centered in one spot.

Step 6: After crossing the yarn, the last yarn length needs to be tied off. Flip the plate over;
the extra length left over, tie the two pieces of yarn together creating another knot. Make
sure it’s tight!
Tie Together

Tied into a knot

Step 7: Taking the yarn, tie a knot onto the yarn that’s closest to the hole in the plate. You
may have to push the crossed pieces of yarn over so you can tie the knot. *Try finding the

piece of yarn that’s closest to the bottom of the plate*

Step 8: Now start weaving! Take the new yarn over one of the crossed pieces of yarn, then go under
the next yarn in line. Continue this process until your plate is full! As you weave, tell yourself, “over,

under, over, under” that way you won’t forget what to do!

Tip: It helps if you bundle up the yarn while you weave. If you run out of one color of yarn and need
to add some more, just tie your two pieces together and keep weaving!
Step 9: After you have finished weaving, take the yarn and pull it to the back of the plate once again.
Tie the two pieces of yarn together by making a knot.
Ta-Da! You have completed your Woven Web!

